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ABSTRACT

This paper reports various aspects of the computer music

realization of “Speakings” for live electronic and large or-

chestra by composer Jonathan Harvey, with the artistic aim

of making an orchestra speak through computer music pro-

cesses. The underlying project asks for various computer

music techniques: whether through computer aided com-

positions as an aid for composer’s writing of instrumental

scores, or real-time computer music techniques for elec-

tronic music realization and performance issues on the stage

with the presence of an orchestra. Besides the realization

techniques, the problem itself brings in challenges for ex-

isting computer music techniques that required the authors

to pursue further research and studies in various fields. The

current paper thus documents this collaborative process and

introduce technical aspects of the proposed methods in each

area with an emphasis on the artistic aim of the project.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper documents a collaborative work surrounding the

production and realization of “Speakings” for large orches-

tra and live electronics, between the composer Jonathan Har-

vey and several researchers and computer music designers

at IRCAM 1 . The central idea behind the project is the com-

poser’s aim to bring in speech and music structures together

through live electronics and orchestral writings and with the

aid of computer music formalizations and realizations. We

therefore devote this introduction to the clarification of artis-

tic goals of the project.

Speech and music are very close and yet also distant. The

musical quality of speech has long been known to com-

posers and artists. Today, sound analysis tools show us that

speech signals not only contain melodic information but also

harmonic and inner rhythmic and dynamic qualities pertained

to complex musical structures. Recent research has uncov-

ered common trajectories between the evolutionary roots of

music and speech [9]. The central idea of this project is to

1 http://www.ircam.fr/
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bring together orchestral music and human speech but not

merely through realistic speech synthesis and semantic con-

tents of the speech, but to emphasize non-verbal aspects of

speech structures in music composition. It is as if the or-

chestra is learning to speak, like a baby with its mother, or

like first man, or like listening to a highly expressive lan-

guage we don’t understand. The rhythms and emotional

content of speech are not only formed by semantics, but

also (or probably more) formed by specific spectral dynam-

ics of speech signals despite the semantic context. There-

fore, making an orchestra speak in this sense is not to reach

the semantic values of speech through computer music pro-

cesses, but to emphasize the non-verbal structures in speech

and realize them through instrumental writing as well as

live electronic processes. Starting from baby screaming,

cooing and babbling, an evolution of speech consciousness

through frenzied chatter to mantric serenity becomes the ba-

sic metaphor of the half-hour work’s trajectory.

With this respect, speech structures are introduced into mu-

sical patterns through two distinct processes: (1) With the

use of computer-aided composition techniques to enhance

instrumental writing. Through this process, the orchestral

instruments - soli and ensembles - would imitate speech pat-

terns, full of glissandi, fast, and a mixture of percussive con-

sonants and sliding vowels. Computer music techniques that

allow such a passage are automatic transcription of speech

signals to symbolic music notation, as well as a novel auto-

matic orchestration technique introduced later in the paper.

And (2) using of real-time analysis/resynthesis techniques

to reshape the orchestral audio signals to speech structures,

through which the orchestral discourse, itself inflected by

speech structures, is electro-acoustically shaped by the en-

velopes of speech taken from largely random recordings.

The vowel and consonant spectra-shapes flicker in the rapid

rhythms and colors of speech across the orchestral textures.

This paper is organized as follows: In the incoming sec-

tion, we discuss previous works and their relation to the pre-

sented paper. Section 3 details the first phase of this work

or computer-aided composition techniques as means to pro-

vide musical material for instrumental writing. Section 4

details real-time audio processing techniques employed for

the computer music realizations and their relations to the

instrumental writing both at the score level and during per-

formance. Section 5.1 discusses performance and synchro-

http://www.ircam.fr/


nization issues between live electronics and the orchestra,

and we conclude the paper by remarks and discussions on

further developments of techniques introduced in the paper.

2 PREVIOUS WORKS

The idea of bringing music and speech together in orchestral

composition is not new and has a long history that goes be-

yond the scope of this paper. For example, the russian com-

poser Modest Mussorgsky’s orchestral writing was highly

influenced by the relations between speech and music. He

went further to claim that the aim of musical art as the re-

production in musical sounds not only of modes of feeling

but mainly of the reproduction of modes of human speech

[7]. Another more recent example in computer music, is

Clarence Barlow’s Synthrumentation by spectral analysis of

speech and their resynthesis to acoustic instruments [2]. An-

other similar but more recent work is Claudy Malherbe’s

piece Locus for real and virtual voice (1997). Malherbe’s

work make use of voice analysis techniques to deduce sym-

bolic music materials used during composition and through

a formal development compromising voice, speech and noisy

structures (see [8] for details and documentations). Both

Malherbe and Barlow’s attempts to deduce speech structures

in music could be categorized within the realm of Computer-

Aided Composition, where music materials emerge out of

composers’ formalizations and offline treatment of music

materials and/or eventually sound synthesis. The work pre-

sented here partially adopts both approaches in [2] and [8],

see section 3.1, but takes one step further by enhancing hid-

den speech structures through real-time analysis of orches-

tral sounds and their timbre-stamped synthesis using known

speech structures, detailed in section 4. This addition is not

only due to artistic aims of the project, but for limitations of

formal analysis techniques where non-verbal structures and

inner rhythmic content of speech are often lost.

3 COMPUTER-AIDED COMPOSITION

TECHNIQUES

This section details the first phase of our realization, to pro-

vide preliminary musical materials taken out of analysis of

voice and speech structures, and an aid to orchestral writ-

ing. Such activities are generally referred to as Computer-

aided Composition (CAC). The output of this phase are raw

symbolic score materials that help the composer realize the

orchestral score. Speech samples used for this phase are

partially random and chosen recordings of radio interviews,

natural baby babbles and sounds, and poetry readings cho-

sen by the composer. We discuss this phase within two

steps: In the first, we simply transcribe melodic and har-

monic structures of speech and voice (if any) through sound

analysis and symbolic music score. Afterwards, we incor-

porate non-harmonic speech structure such as formants and

timbral dynamics to provide an aid for orchestration.

3.1 Melodic and Harmonic Voice Transcription

The simplest way to extract musical information out of voice

(or any audio) signal is to transcribe the melodic and har-

monic structures into symbolic scores. For voice and speech,

this information does not illustrate most interesting internal

structures (such as formants) but is nevertheless important

as a first insight. Extracting the melodic part of any speech

signal amounts to running a simple pitch detector on the au-

dio available in most computer music systems. However, a

better way to extract melodic pitch information on speech,

and in order to be coherent with the inner-structure, is to

extract melodic contours on the level of syllabic segmen-

tations. To this end, we chose the commercially available

Melodyne editor 2 that automatically performs syllabic seg-

mentations and allows further refinement of results through

its intelligent graphical user interface. The results of this

melodic transcription are then saved as MIDI files which

will be mixed later with the harmonic transcriptions.

By harmonic transcription of speech and voice signals, we

aim at transcribing a partial tracking analysis of the audio

spectrum into polyphonic music scores. For this aim, we

pass the audio recording to a transient detector and partial

tracking module based on [11], and then translate “loud”

enough partials into symbolic notation followed by rhyth-

mic quantization. The whole procedure is done in one shot

and in the OpenMusic programming environment, and us-

ing its default libraries [1]. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of

the patcher used for this procedure, starting at the top (the

audio) to the bottom (symbolic transcriptions).

Combining both melodic and harmonic transcription results

would result into a combined score that reveals the harmonic

structures of a speech signal through symbolic music nota-

tion. Figure 2 shows a sample score result of this process.

Note again that this process reveals only elementary har-

monic structures of the signal through pitched notes, and

does not reveal any interesting timbral or formant structures.

This latter is the goal of the next section.

3.2 Automatic Orchestration

Among all techniques of musical composition, orchestration

has never gone further than an empirical activity. Practicing

and teaching orchestration – the art of blending instrument

timbres together – involve hard-to-formalize knowledge and

experience that computer music and composition systems

have for years stayed away from. Although several recent at-

tempts to design computer-aided orchestration tools should

be mentioned (see [3] for a review), those systems only offer

little ability to finely capture musical timbre. Moreover, they

2 http://www.celemony.com/
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Figure 1. OpenMusic Snapshot of partial analysis tracking

for harmonic transcription

Figure 2. Resulting score sample

are often limited to small-size problems due to the cobina-

torial complexity of orchestration (the set of playable sound

mixtures in a large orchestra is virtually infinite).

The piece of music presented in this paper is the first to ben-

efit from the most recent advances in automatic orchestra-

tion research [3]. With the aim of composing instrument

textures that imitate the timbre of sung vowels we used the

Orchidée [4] orchestration tool. Orchidée is a MAT-

LAB-based server application that communicates with tra-

ditional computer-aided composition environments through

OSC [13] messages (see figure 3). Orchidée embeds both

a representation of instrument capabilities – obtained from

prior analysis and indexation of large instrument sound sam-

ple databases – and a set of efficient orchestration algo-

rithms. Given an input target sound, Orchidée outputs

a musical score for imitating this sound with a mixture of

traditional instruments.

Figure 3. Controlling Orchidée with Max/MSP

Compared to its predecessors Orchidée offers many inno-

vative features. First, the instrumental knowledge in Orchidée

is represented by a sound description database in which each

item is a an instrument sound sample associated with mu-

sical attributes (musical variables such as instruments, dy-

namics etc.) and perceptual features (such as brightness,

roughness etc.). Second, Orchidée embeds a timbre model

that efficiently estimates the joint features of any instru-

ment sound mixture. The resulting features may then be

compared to the target’s features and a similarity estimate

along each perceptual dimension may be computed. Last,

Orchidée explicitly addresses combinatorial issues and

tackles the orchestration problem in its inner complexity.

The system comes with a time-efficient evolutionary orches-

tration algorithm allowing the exploration of non-intuitive

sound mixtures and the fast discovery of nearly-optimal or-

chestration proposals. By iteratively capturing and refining

users’ implicit preferences, the algorithm may quickly iden-

tifies the most relevant configurations for a given orchestra-

tion situation. For more details see [4].

For the realization of the piece discussed here, Orchidée

was used to write orchestral background textures that im-

itate sung vowels. The starting point was a simple three

notes mantra sung and recorded by the composer. To each

note corresponded a given vowel: Oh/Ah/Hum (see Fig. 4).

The goal was to imitate the sound of the sung mantra with

Figure 4. Mantra used as an input for Orchidée

a ensemble of 13 musicians. The composer wanted the or-

chestra to sing the mantra 22 times, and wished the resulting



timbre to evolve along the ostinato in the following man-

ner: The sound was to become louder and louder, brighter,

and closer over time to the target vowel. The orchestra-

tion was to use progressive pitches with harmonic richness.

Feature optimization and constraints specification and han-

dling techniques provided by Orchidée were jointly used

to generate a continuously evolving orchestration. Figure 5

shows an excerpt of the overall result.
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Figure 5. Excerpt of mantra orchestration by Orchidée

4 REAL-TIME ANALYSIS/SYNTHESIS

TECHNIQUES

In the previous section, we showed how some inherent speech

structures such as harmonic and formant structures could

be translated to raw musical material and used during or-

chestral writing. Despite the significance of the information

provided in this phase of work, there seem to be a lot of

interesting structural information that are seemingly lost in

this process, or would be lost during a realistic orchestral

performance. To overcome this, we propose integrating the

spectral dynamics of speech structures directly onto the or-

chestral spectrum through real-time analysis and resynthe-

sis, and without passing through any formalization scheme

as was the case in section 3. This way, we hope to inherit di-

rectly the inner-rhythmical and dynamic formant structures

of speech onto the transformed orchestral sound.

To this aim, we couple the real-time orchestral audio, as the

audio result of the transcription and orchestration process of

section 3 out of given speech samples, with the speech sam-

ple itself through an analysis/synthesis scheme. The anal-

ysis/resynthesis used for this proposal is based on formant

envelope computation of the speech signal using Linear Pre-

dictive Coding (LPC) and enforcing it onto the orchestral’s

natural spectrum envelopes arriving in real-time. The real-

time implementation of this process is done using the Gabor

libraries [12] in the MaxMSP programming environment 3 .

Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the realtime process with vi-

sualizations of deduced formant envelopes, orchestral input

and formantized orchestra on one analysis frame.

Figure 6. Realtime Formantization MaxMSP patcher

Using this process, the inner-rhythmical structures of speech

are stamped into the orchestra and could be diffused as live

electronics through a spatialization process. This process,

hence introduces a second phase of composition involving

the coupling of pre-recorded speech with sections in the or-

chestra and parametrizing the live electronics for diffusion.

5 PERFORMANCE ISSUES

5.1 Live electronic Synchronization

In an orchestral setting, human musicians’ temporal syn-

chronization is assured during the live performance through

constant and active coordination between themselves, the

music score and a conductor. Adding live or fixed electron-

ics into the equation should not undermine the importance

of this synchronization process, which is one of the main

responsible factors for musical expressivity.

Traditionally, synchronization between electronics and in-

strumental components of a mixed piece of music has been

done either by human performers through adhoc cueing, by

3 http://www.cycling74.com/
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score following paradigms, or by a combination of both. Ei-

ther way, this type of synchronization usually assures the

starting point (or correct triggering) of processes in time but

not necessarily their temporal life-span. The following sim-

ple example can illustrate this important problem: Imagine

an instrumental score accompanied by a fixed electronic (au-

dio file) over three measures. Assuming that the score has

a time-signature of 4/4 with a tempo of 60BPM , the cor-

responding audio should ideally have an initial length of 12

seconds. During live performance, the human player might

for many reasons vary the initial tempo of 60 from the very

beginning to the end of the third measure. In such situa-

tions, although the onset trigger could be easily made accu-

rate, synchronization of the overall electronics could not be

assured unless the electronic process detects and undertakes

the same temporal dynamics of the human performance over

the electronic score, as if two humans were interacting.

Given the temporal nature of the analysis/resynthesis tech-

nique described in section 4 we are in the schema of the ex-

ample above: The speech samples behind the live process-

ing should not only be triggered on-the-fly, but also tem-

porally aligned to the orchestra during their life-span. To

achieve this, we use Antescofo, a score follower that

aligns score positions and also decodes an anticipatory tempo

of the performance [5]. Using this information each sound

file is then played back using SuperVP 4 advanced phase

vocoder technology [11] to preserve their quality upon tem-

poral adaptation. To achieve this, a keyboard player in the

orchestra plays its own score along with the orchestra and

synchronous to the tempo given by the conductor. The Antescofo

score of the keyboard part contains not only the instrumental

score, but also electronic commands written in relative beat-

time, translated to clock-time at each tempo change. This

way, getting back to the simple example described above,

we can be certain that upon continuous tempo change of

the instrumental section, the audio playback is assured to

change time span during live performance and up to an ac-

ceptable precision. This procedure is applied to all live treat-

ments and sound diffusions.

5.2 Live Electronics Interpretation

The coexistence of orchestral and computer music parts emerge

from specific artistic purposes. Composer’s initial idea in

employing live electronics was to enhance the sonic space of

the piece with a network of relations between electronic and

instrumental sounds. Such internal or intimate sound rela-

tions emerge not only through compositions but also through

interpretation of the electronics during performance. With

this respect, live electronics is considered as an additional

instrument in the piece whose performed gestures during

any executation contribute to the wholeness of the sonic

4 http://forumnet.ircam.fr/708.html?&L=1

space created within the piece. We have used the Lemur 5

multi-touch screen interface to easily map hand gestures onto

the sound processes, and to control the amounts of sound

processing like a musician would control the amount of a

muted sound listening to what she is producing in interac-

tions of his movements with what she hears and expects.

This feedback behavior goes farther than a simple mixing of

the audio signals as it enables a direct interpretation of the

musical choices. Figure 7 shows the main control screen de-

signed for live performance as about the size of two hands.

Figure 7. The Lemur multi-touch device interface

Human intervention of this kind for interpretation of live

electronics is in no way in contradiction to the automatic-

ity of cue-lists or the use of score following paradigms, but

rather complimentary. The passage from any automatic pro-

cess to “music” is beyond the process itself and depends on

our hearing abilities and interaction with the sound itself as

musicians. This is inherently the purpose of the simple in-

teractive framework using the Lemur interface setup of fig-

ure 7. The act of making live electronic music design is then

to find the balance between automatism and interference to

make interactions more musical.

5.3 Enhancing Rhythm with Space

The interactive surface display of the Lemur in figure 7 of-

fers extended possibilities rather than mere mixing of ef-

fects, to control spatial movements either automatically or

manually through a virtual 2D space. Sound spatialization is

achieved using dedicated intensity panning of Spat 6 real-

time modules [6]. Using spatialization, we bring the sound

into the audience space and put the emphasis on some the-

atrical characters of the sound, thus reinforcing and con-

verging toward the voice quality of the sound processing.

It is also a mean to musically enhance the rhythmic per-

ception through fast movements, either within a rhythmic

counterpoint with the orchestra or in phase with what it is

5 http://www.jazzmutant.com
6 http://forumnet.ircam.fr/692.html
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being performed. It is also an extension of the score writ-

ing techniques as space is considered as a compositional pa-

rameter [10]. An advantage of employing Spat modules

for this 8-channel work is its ability to perceptually control

the spatial quality rather than mere positioning of sources

in space and in realtime. Spat movements are algorithmi-

cally composed using modules offered by the ICST 7 inter-

face tools originally developed for ambisonics spatialisation

techniques, here adapted to the Spat modules. Figure 8

shows the diagram of the real-time performance setup im-

plemented in the MaxMSP programming environment based

on the considerations discussed in this section.

Antescofo~

Score Actions Realtime Tempo

Score Position

Phase 
Vocoder

(SuperVP)

Filename

Treatments

Spatialisation

Electronic + 
Instrument Scores

MaxMSP

Live Electronic 
Interpretation

Orchestra

MIDI Keyboard

Figure 8. Real-time Performance diagram

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we documented a collaborative work between

a composer and researchers to create an orchestral piece

with live electronics with the aim of enforcing speech struc-

tures over an orchestra. “Speakings” was first performed by

the BBC Scottish Orchestra and IRCAM in the BBC Proms

festival on August 2008 and has since had several more per-

formances. An audio recording is under publication.
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